
Connect and Power
Cameras Anywhere
Verkada’s hybrid cloud approach to video

security is the perfect solution to any

surveillance needs in remote and poorly

connected areas.

• Bandwidth-friendly, only needing 5-20 Kbps
per camera

• Connect and power using a 3G/LTE/5G cellular
modem or point-to-point solution

• Use any form of power, including batteries
and solar panels

“Verkada is incredibly lightweight from a networking standpoint.
You can run 10-plus cameras off a single cellular modem.”
- Garrett Bradlyn, ITManager, City of Parkersburg,WV
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Unlike traditional video security solutions, Verkada’s hybrid
cloud approach is designed to work in any environment, even
in areas unable to support typical networking infrastructure.

Bandwidth-Friendly
In a steady state, Verkada cameras only consume 5-20 Kbps
of data per camera. This data includes image thumbnails and
insights hosted in the cloud for quickly finding events while
all footage is securely retained directly on the camera.

Flexible Installations
With a single PoE connection, cameras can be deployed
anywhere. Solutions like cellular modems are used for
connectivity and power, and can be powered by using
any existing infrastructure, batteries, or other forms of
energy such as solar power.

Scale Without Limits

MOBILE DEPLOYMENTS

Multiple Cameras DeployedOff a
CellularModem in Parkersburg



How It Works

Common Use Cases

Even in mobile deployments, Verkada’s solution is capable of
providing the same powerful insights and features that are
always accessible from anywhere with any device.

Timelapse
Quickly scan across thumbnails of all recorded footage to
easily find clips you need.

Motion-Triggered Alerts
Receive instant notifications for any tampering events or
meaningful motion by people or vehicles seen in frame.

Heatmaps & Object Counting
Better visualize how space is being used by analyzing
heatmaps and counting of people or vehicles in frame.

Face Match & People Filters
Sort people detected based on time, date, gender traits,
clothing color, and facial matches.

Enterprise Security, Anywhere
Lindsey Shultz

Mobile Traffic Camera

No NVRs or DVRs

Industrial-grade solid state
storage retains up to 120 days

of continuous HD video

Access Anywhere

Instantly receive alerts, view
events, and manage cameras from a
centralized management platform

Low-Bandwidth Footprint

All metadata and insights are
securely uploaded to the cloud at

only 5-20 Kbps per camera

All-in-One Cellular Modem

Connect and power multiple
cameras with a single cellular
modem over 3G, LTE, & 5G

City Deployments
The City of Parkersburg installed

cellular modems to power Verkada

cameras to extend coverage across city

streets.

Transit Agencies
Tomonitor events across the bay,

Golden Gate Transit uses a single

cellular modem to support up to 25

Verkada cameras per ferry.

Oil & Gas
Using a combination of cellular

modems and solar power placed on oil

rigs, SM Energymonitors activity in

the field while protecting assets.




